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Trains, buses, and subways in Taiwan begin announcements before reaching a 

station somewhat sooner than announcements elsewhere because they are made in 

four languages: Mandarin, Taiwanese, Hakka, and English. In Hualien County they 

begin even earlier because they add Amis, one of the sixteen officially recognized 

Indigenous languages. This makes Taiwan a perfect environment for calling scholars 

and artists together to reflect on code-switching. 

Taiwan cinema is full of complex examples of code-switching within other 

negotiations across languages and their historical overdeterminations. One of the 

most succinct illustrations can be found in The Boys from Fengkuei (風櫃來的人, 

Hou Hsiao-hsien, 1983), the story of three young men from a village on Penghu who 

come to “the big city,” Kaohsiung, for new opportunities. At the beginning of the 

scene in question, Ah-Ching (Niu Doze) is at a desk listening to a Japanese language 

tape in which a woman is reciting the Japanese syllabary. After Ah-Ching repeats one 

line, Ah-Rong (Chang Shih), listening outside through the open window, makes up a 

sentence in Taiwanese in the same rhythm. 

 

Ah-Ching: A I U E O 

Ah-Rong: 阿猴牽大索 (a-kau-khan-tua-soh). A monkey carrying a big 

rope. 

Ah-Ching: Ka Ki Ku Ke Ko 
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Ah-Rong: 你跤無穿褲 (li-kha-bo-tshing-kho) Why aren’t you wearing 

pants?1 

Ah-Ching: Ma Mi Mu Me Mo 

Ah-Rong: 阿嬤賣味噌 (a-ma-be-mi-so) A grandma is selling miso.2 

 

In this scene, the Japanese language is reduced to meaningless sounds, extracted from 

human interaction and broadcast mechanically. While Ah-Ching submits to the 

disembodied voice in his repetition of empty syllables, Ah-Rong creates full 

sentences in Taiwanese that undermine the seriousness of the pedagogical ritual. He 

also chides Ah-Ching in Taiwanese, “You don’t have to study that—it’s useless.” 

Then the third friend, Kuo-tzu, runs into the apartment with Ah-Rong, panic-stricken 

at the sight of two policemen approaching their building. As the pair flee, Ah-Rong 

says to Ah-Ching in Mandarin, “Stay here and stall the police!” As it turns out, the 

police were after a neighbor across the way. What is interesting here is that Taiwanese 

becomes the trickster language, creative and subversive, while Mandarin is invoked 

as a police action. Finally, as all three boys flee, on the now-abandoned desk the voice 

drones on in the meaningless syllables of the former colonial power, a ghost of the 

once-mandatory language education imposed on the island. 

Min-Chi Chen takes up the social and political issues around 

Taiwanese-Mandarin and Mandarin-English code-switching in the context of the law 

in “Cross-Ciphering Modernity: The Social Representation of Code-Switching in The 

World between Us.” At the center of Chen’s essay is the 2019 Public Television 

Service broadcast of The World between Us, a Taiwanese drama series that focuses 

on the legal, social, and individual fallout surrounding a fictional mass shooting in a 

Taipei theater. Chen explores the legal and medical language used to investigate and 

adjudicate the case, making the claim that the “world between” the characters is 

created by their different levels of knowledge about government policy and legal and 

medical factors, as well as the various languages used to communicate these in 

Taiwanese society. Chen uncovers how characters’ code-switching reveals the social 

classification produced by the practice of language, leading to the unsettling 

conclusion that the series “can be seen as a vision of Taiwan’s society becoming more 

modernized but also as a reflection of Taiwan gradually valuing Western culture as 

unbiased truth” in its acceptance of legal and medical discourse tied to Western 

knowledge. 

                                                 
1 This could also be translated: “Why is your ass not wearing pants?” 
2 We thank Dr. Lai Yuwen for the transcription and translation of the Taiwanese sentences. 
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Hong Kong is another site of intensive code-switching between Cantonese and 

Mandarin as well as other languages. Victor Fan, in “Code-Mixing and 

Code-Switching in Classical Hong Kong Cinemas,” first acknowledges the 

discrepancy between the vibrant code-mixing and code-switching that distinguishes 

“many Hong Kongers’ speech patterns” and the apparent absence of such practices 

in the “three main monolingual industries in Hong Kong: Cantonese, Mandarin, and 

Hokkien.” He disproves that, though, not by finding examples of linguistic 

code-switching per se but by expanding the definition of code-switching from the 

merely “interlinguistic practice between English and Chinese” to include the 

“intertopolectic (between different topolects or regional speeches) and intratopolectic 

(between registers of a topolect or regional speech)” modes of code-mixing and 

code-switching. Taking the reader on an intellectual tour-de-force argument that 

builds on linguistic studies of Hong Kongers through Cantonese literature, Hong 

Kong classical cinema from the 1950s to the 1960s, and “Cold War Mandarin 

literature in Hong Kong,” Fan demonstrates on how many levels “switching” occurs, 

including transposition “to the level of cinematic form.”  

Ting-Ying Lin’s “Everyday Resistance, Female Agency, and Identity Politics: 

Code-Switching as Tactic in Still Human” details different social enactments of 

code-switching in Hong Kong. Lin takes up the representation of migrant workers in 

Hong Kong in the 2018 film Still Human. Historically underrepresented or 

represented negatively in Hong Kong cinema, migrant workers in this film are 

depicted as using the linguistic tactic of code-switching for various purposes: as a 

practice of resistance; as the manifestation of female agency; and as a strategy for 

exploring and deconstructing identity politics. The author posits that the use of 

code-switching and code-mixing can be seen to enable both Hong Kong citizens and 

migrant workers to resist structural economic injustice and political domination, as 

well as to challenge the marginal status of migrant workers and economically and 

socially disadvantaged Hong Kongers. 

In “Pachinko and the Code-Switching of History,” Suk Kim and Heegoo Lee 

offer another look at the linguistic negotiations necessitated by migration, focusing 

on Min Jin Lee’s widely praised 2017 novel Pachinko, which follows a Korean 

family that immigrates to Japan. Although both Taiwan and Korea were colonized by 

Japan, their respective histories are radically different. Pachinko deals with this 

through the chronicle of a zainichi family, and the Apple TV+ mini-series adaptation 

experiments with temporal structure in ways that illuminate the immediacy of the 

past in the present lives of the survivors. Equally as poignant and potent is the use of 

Japanese, Korean, and their local and historical variants. Kim and Lee’s essay 
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considers the code-switching in the series from a largely socio-linguistic perspective, 

albeit informed with a humanities appreciation of the series as text and the languages 

as components and textures of the series overall. The authors astutely discern 

differences in code-switching in each time period of the mini-series. Their division 

helps systematize a narrative through the rather free-flowing temporal structure of 

the flashbacks and narrative progression in a somewhat untethered “present” of the 

1980s. Whether or not the four stages constitute a “development” of code-switching, 

they definitely suggest specific epistemes in which the language used and its 

consequences are dramatized. For example, in the late 1980s, “a Zainichi’s ability to 

speak Korean” is considered key to “clos[ing] a business deal,” while after the 1923 

Kanto earthquake, “the failure to properly switch language [from Korean to Japanese]” 

could result in death.3 

While Pachinko demonstrates the shifting meanings of code-switching across 

historical periods, Julia Alekseyeva’s comic illustrates the ways in which 

contemporaneous code-switching conditions the multiplicity of subject positions in a 

single individual. From a Russian-speaking community in Ukraine, Alekseyeva is an 

academic, artist, activist, public intellectual, and singer. These aspects of her 

scholarly and creative expression traverse several modes of code-switching. A trip 

she took to Poland triggered dreams in Russian; she speaks formal Japanese at 

conferences and colloquial Japanese when clubbing. Her background enables her to 

appreciate deeply and empathetically the worlds Volodymyr Zelenskyy has lived in 

as a comedian, actor, and now president of Ukraine. His current position was 

strangely foreshadowed by his television series, Servant of the People (Слуга 

народу), in which he spoke “colloquial, slang-ridden Russian” with his family and 

as president, “switched to a grave, stately Ukrainian.” Alekseyeva’s final panel is 

untranslated and glossed only as “fundamental silliness.” This, however, is not at all 

marking it as trivial, but rather denotes the privacy of an intimate in-group. Here 

Alekseyeva is talking to her beloved dog, Akiva. We will take the liberty of 

translating and speculating on this moment. 

 

                                                 
3 The horrors of the colonial period in Korea and the plight of resident Koreans in Japan from 

1923 onward make other reactions perfectly understandable. Earl Jackson recalls an evening he was 
standing in a crowded subway car in Seoul, speaking Japanese on his cellphone, when a man in his 
late 70s got up from his seat and began hitting Jackson with his umbrella, shouting “Go to Japan to 
speak Japanese! Get off this train!” He even attempted to push Jackson out when the doors opened 
at a stop. Jackson had to explain into the phone what was happening (in Japanese) while attempting 
to placate the offended man in Korean. One can only imagine what the Korean man had endured. 
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хорошая маленькая собачонка! моя хорошеньская лапачка. Пёсик  

мой 

Good little dog! My pretty little paw! My doggy!  

 

Russian is rich in diminutive noun suffixes, most frequently used affectionately. The 

ordinary Russian word for “dog” is собака, and its most common diminutive is 

собачка. But here Alekseyeva uses собачонка, which not only seems to intensify the 

affection, it is also a term used in Ukrainian.4 She also is inventive in the language, 

calling Akiva  лапачка, which might be misread as a typo for лапочка (“darling”), 

but it is a special name she has for Akiva meaning “little paw.” Finally, her last term, 

пёсик (“doggy”), is a cognate for the Ukrainian word песик. One wonders if in 

situations like this, even when not consciously code-switching, geography and 

cultural enmeshment may condition the language to be spoken differently, allowing 

for a porous interface, even here—or especially here, in the special communication 

between human and companion animal, or more broadly speaking, in the complex 

language of love. We are delighted to announce that Alekseyeva will give an online 

talk, hosted by Concentric, entitled “Code-Switching and the Graphic Essay: 

Between Language and Media,” from 7:30 to 9pm PDT on May 2, 2023 (10:30am to 

12pm Taiwan Time on May 3, 2023). 

Finally, we have an interview with Jennifer Ruth, Associate Dean in the College 

of the Arts and Professor in the School of Film at Portland State University, who has 

written extensively about academic freedom and higher education. She was in Taiwan 

in 2022 on a Ministry of Foreign Affairs fellowship to study academic autonomy in 

Taiwan’s institutions of higher education. In her conversation with Concentric, she 

discusses the challenges, both external and internal, facing Taiwan academics. 

We are pleased to offer in this issue of Concentric a rich and concentrated 

exploration of code-switching and code-mixing in their various functions: as a social 

bonding strategy; as a necessary adaptation in the course of migration and relocation; 

and as an act of personal and political resistance in literary, cinematic, visual, and 

historical narratives in East Asian culture and globally. The issues raised in these 

papers could lead to a more thoughtful consideration of our notions of “cultural 

appropriation,” as personal or even cultural “ownership” of a language and its 

manifold variations is an impossibly slippery claim—until, that is, corporations outfit 

                                                 
4 Ironically, one of the coeditors of this special issue recalls first encountering this term when 

watching Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors [Тіні забутих предків] (Sergei Parajanov, 1965). 
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us with neural links that stream languages through our brains without our having to 

learn, process, adapt, or improvise new forms of communication at all. 
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